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          This specification and appearance are subject to change before the launch of this product 

LUXMAN is launching a new flagship vacuum tube control amp, the CL-1000.  
The CL-1000 is a long-awaited model intended for pairing with the MQ-300 vacuum tube stereo power amplifier, 

released as our 90th anniversary model in 2015, which attracted many audiophiles due to its 300B direct-heated triode 
output tubes. 

LUXMAN carries a wide range of vacuum tube products displaying traditions, technology and know-how cultivated 
over our long history and reflecting our company's identity, including exclusively developed circuitry, components and 
exterior design, which should be represented in a flagship unit. 

The circuit features two-stage PK NF type amplification, equipped with highly reliable JJ Electronic E88CC preamp 
tubes and coupling capacitors which were newly developed for the MQ-300, achieving high signal to noise ratio, densely 
detailed mid-range and high audio clarity.   

A fundamental feature of the CL-1000 is the volume control system which uses LUXMAN's newly developed 
transformer-coupled attenuator circuitry, LECUTA (LUXMAN Electronically Controlled Ultimate Transformer Attenuator). 
Left and right audio input signals pass through attenuator driver amplifiers, with 6dB of E88CC tube gain, to one of 34 
selectable relays linked to a 34-tap FINEMET transformer for each channel, and are then further amplified by E88CC-
equipped linear amplifier circuitry.  
The front panel volume control has 34 level increments, the control's position selecting which relay is activated totally 

independent of the audio signal path. At low volume levels, the advantages are fully demonstrated as the transformer-
coupled volume control eliminates signal loss and deterioration. Also, the output of the high permeability super 
permalloy core transformers are arranged independently for left and right channels. Furthermore, the same grade of 
transformers are adopted for independent left and right balanced inputs.  
We were very particular about not putting any resistors in line with the audio signal path when the line straight option 

is selected. In addition, to avoid performance degradation due to magnetic induction, a known weak point of transformer 
equipped systems, the unit is equipped with an articulator (a demagnetization function with manual operation option) 
which always operates when the power is turned on as a safety measure.  
The exquisitely retro styled exterior has a wide aluminum three tier front panel displaying a variety of controls and 

switches with a modest air of operability and precision processing, but reflecting a three dimensional, classic era design. 
It also embodies modernity, in combination with the bright, beautifully colored rosewood covered cabinet with its piano 
lacquer finish. The CL-1000 is a mature accomplishment in high-quality, precision vacuum tube control amplifier design, 
with charisma which will attract today's audiophile community in combination with LUXMAN's MQ-300 or any other quality 
power amplifier.    
 

CL-1000 Overview  
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CL-1000 Rear panel   

 

 

 

              

                                

       

  

                  

     

 

       This rear panel is a Japanese 100V version. 230V will be different due to the added phono input 

 

CL-1000 Features  

■Electrical circuitry and specifications  

 Two-stage NF type amplification with high S/N ratio, highly reliable JJ Electronic E88CC tubes delivering mid-range density and sonic clarity. 

 The oil capacitors used in the coupling stages were originally developed by LUXMAN to deliver supple tone.  

 Equipped with a newly developed electronically controlled, transformer-coupled attenuator LECUTA (LUXMAN Electronically Controlled Ultimate 

Transformer Attenuator). The volume control, independent of the audio signal path, activates one of 34 selectable relays paired with a 34-tap 

transformer for each channel. Volume control isolation and transformer coupling prevents signal deterioration, even at low volume levels.  

 The core of the LECUTA attenuator system is a FINEMET transformer which has high saturation flux density, high relative permeability and low core 

loss due to its unique nanocrystal structure.  

 Equipped with a high-precision articulator (demagnetization system) dependent on oscillation frequency when the unit is powered up to prevent 

performance degradation due to magnetic induction (manual operation is also allowed).  

 The output stage boasts high permeability, super permalloy core transformers for independent left and right balanced output transformers. 

  Independent super permalloy core transformers are used for left and right balanced inputs. 

 Highly transparent, dynamic and flexible sound quality with no resistors in the signal path when line straight is engaged.  

 Bass and treble LUX-tone style controls each feature three switchable frequencies and E88CC tube circuitry for fine sound quality adjustment. 。 

 The power supply for the amplifier circuitry provides a superior supply of separation with a powerful constant voltage circuit configuration that separates 

L/R from the block capacitor in a separate system. 

 

■Exterior features  

 An elegant design with a three tier aluminum three-dimensional front panel with the styling of our C-1000 model, released in 1975, and high-quality, 

sophisticated control knobs and lever switches. 

 The piano lacquered colorful rosewood finish on a walnut base, the same finish as the MQ-300 cabinet.  

 A strong chassis structure divided into sections reduces vibration and noise, with damping rubber circuit board mountings to further reduce vibration.  

 Five line inputs - 4 unbalanced and 1 balanced, four line outputs - 2 balanced and 2 unbalanced. 

 The metal isolator feet have a density gradient which reduces vibration effects on the structure and components.  

 Equipped with an RCA input terminals made from a copper alloy which delivers the conductivity of copper and hardness of brass.  

 Equipped with a nickel-treated, gold-plated, nonmagnetic, high-quality AC inlet that firmly supports the power cable.  

              This specification and appearance are subject to change before the launch of this product                                                    
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CL-1000 Specifications 

Input sensitivity / impedance  180mV/50kΩ(line・balance)  

Frequency response  20Hz～20,000Hz（±3ｄB、LINE STRAIGHT ON） 

Total Harmonic distortion, S/N ratio 0.02% or less (1kHz1V/50Ω)/100dB 

Input/Output  4 balanced1 balanced 2 unbalanced 2 balanced (‘switching type) 

Circuit 2-stageamplification P-K NF tupe tone control first stage amplification P-G NF type 

Vacuum tubes E88CC (JJ highly reliable tubes) x 6 

Power consumption  38W 

Dimensions/weight  460(W)×166(H)×454(including front knob and back terminals) / 24.4kg 

http://www.luxman.com/

